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I. Introduction 
Let us consider the following problem. Let A be the generator of a En-valued diffu- 
sion process, /~ a vector field defined on R", and (pt(dx))o<~t<~j a weakly continuous 
flow of  probability measures defined on R ", such that the following weak Fokker-  
Planck equation is satisfied (i.e. in the sense of  Schwartz distributions): 
~Pt =(A + flV)*pt. (1.1) 
We may then ask natural questions like the existence of a diffusion process with 
generator (A +/3V) and marginals (pt(dx))0,<t~l; then, if  it exists, how can we describe 
1 the reversed process, and recover the drifts? When A = ~/~ and pt(dx)=pAx)dx, 
this problem comes from Nelson's stochastic mechanics (Nelson, 1967, 1988). Carlen 
(1984) studied it first, using a semi-group approach, and some more assumptions, like 
'/ f0 I/~(t,x)l 2 p(t,x)dxdt < + oc finite condition, (1.2a) energy 
fo' / 1[3(t'x)l 2p(1 - t,x)dx dt < + ec dual finite energy condition. (1.2b) 
F611mer (1984, 1988) used another approach to the problem. In finite energy con- 
ditions (1.2), he recognized some entropic condition, as we now briefly recall. He 
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considers a probability measure Q on cg[0, 1], which has finite relative entropy with 
respect o the Wiener measure P: 
[d° 1 H(QIP  )= E Log ~ < +oc. (1.3) 
Thanks to Girsanov transformation theory, the canonical coordinate process (xt)0~<t~l 
satisfies the stochastic differential equation 
dxt =dwt + fit dt (1.4) 
where (wt)0~<t~l is a Brownian motion under Q, and (flt)0~<t~<l an adapted process 
with finite energy 
[/0 ] ~ fl~ dt < oc. (1.5) 
Let R be the time reversal operator on ~[0, 1], i.e. 
R(x) : ( t  H xl -t) .  (1.6) 
Considering the reverse probability measures P = P o R and Q = Q o R, F611mer shows 
the coordinate process is also solution of a stochastic differential equation of type (1.4) 
with some adapted process (flt)0~<t~<l- Furthermore, with no regular assumption of the 
drifts, but only the finite energy condition (1.5), he shows the distribution of xt under 
Q is absolutely continuous with some density function &(x), and he gives a rigorous 
proof of the duality equation: 
F-[ fla-t o R + flt/xt = x] = (Log pt(x ) )'. (1.7) 
He also describes the drifts as forward and backward derivatives of the coordinate 
process. 
Some generalizations of this problem are made in Petit (1992) and Cattiaux and Petit 
(1995) where P is the law of a general diffusion. Let us mention some more authors 
who studied analogous problems, like Fukushima nd Takeda (1984), Carmona (1985), 
Meyer and Zheng (1985), Picard (1985), Zheng (1985) and Pardoux and Williams 
(1994). Nevertheless, the existence problem is never considered in all these papers. It 
has only been considered by Cattiaux and L6onard (1994, 1995a, b). 
The aim of this paper is to extend F611mer's approach to the case where P is 
no longer Wiener measure but the law of a reflected diffusion. To make clear the 
differences with the non-reflected case, in the first part of the paper, we study the 
problem when P is the law of a reflected Brownian motion, and we point out specific 
difficulties due to the apparition of local time. We establish the equation satisfied by 
the reversed process, we prove the duality equation, and show how to recover the drifts 
as forward and backward derivatives. The next section is devoted to the case where 
P is the law of a reflected diffusion Xt =(Zt, Yt), the first component of which is a 
reflected Brownian motion Zt with local time It(Z); P is then the law of the solution 
of the stochastic differential equation: 
dXt =b(t, Xt )dt  + a(Xt) dWt + ½ #(Yt)dlt (Z)  (1.8) 
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where 
( ) ( ) 0 , a (x )= 1 0 and /~(y)= Vo(y) b(s ,x)= Zo(S,X) 0 Zl(x) ' 
are cg~-smooth coefficients, and )(1 is an invertible matrix field. 
Notat ions.  We denote by lt(a, U) the local time at time t and level a of the process 
(G);  when a=0,  we only write /t(U) to simplify. 
( .~)0  < t ~< J is the filtration generated by the process (Ut)0 ~ t ~ 1, i.e. ,~v = a( Us; s ~< t). 
~x°~(~_) (resp. ~g~(N; x Nn) denotes the set of ~-smooth  functions, N-valued, 
defined on [0,+oc[ (resp. [0,+oc[xN"), with compact support included in ]0,+,~c[ 
(resp. ]0, +oo[x N~). 
2. The reflected Brownian mot ion case 
Let (Zt)o<~t<.~, be a reflected Brownian motion, starting at Z0 ~>0, and solution of 
the stochastic differential equation 
Z, = IB, - Zol =Zo + W, + t,(Zo, B) (2.1) 
where (Bt)o<~t<~l and the process (Wt aef fo sgn(Bs-Zo)dBs)o<~t~l arestandard Brow- 
nian motions under [P*. Under P*, the law of Zt has a density with respect o Lebesgue 
measure: 
1 ( (Z - -  Z0)  2 (z+zo)2)l(z>~O) (2.2) 
p(t,z)-- 2V/~ exp 2~ + exp 2t 
when Z starts from the constant z0; and when the initial law of Z is P0 (for technical 
reasons, we suppose the support of P0 is compact, included in [0, K]), 
p(t,z) = l(z~>0) ]c  dpo(zo)(h(t,z - zo) + h(t,z + z0)) (2.3) 
dt~ + 
where 
1 z 2 
h(t,z)= ~-~ exp 2t" (2.4) 
Then, we have 
lt(Z) = 2 lt(Zo,B). (2.5) 
So, Eq. (2.1) is equivalent to 
Zt =Zo + Wt+ 1 lt(Z). (2.6) 
Furthermore, we know the filtrations generated by Z and W are such that ,~w C ,~z C_ 
~WVa(Zo).  In fact, the equality Wt=Z~-Zo-  ½It(Z) implies the first inclusion 
,G w C ~z ,  while Zt =Zo + Wt + SUPs,<t(-(Ws + Zo) V 0) implies the second one ,~z C 
,~w V a(Z0). In particular, (Wt)o<t<l is a ~Z-martingale. 
Then, let us denote IP= P* oZ -1, the law of Z under P*. 
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2.1. Equation satisfied by the reversed process 
"Z defz Let us denote ( t= 1-t)o<~t<~1 the reversed process of (Zt)o<~t~l. 
Lemma 2.1. Let (Wt)o~<t~< 1 be the real process defined by 
-- ~ fo t~p(1 -s 'Z~)  W, def Z, - 7. o - l , ( Z ) - -~  ~- -s,~-~ ) d s 
= -W1 + WI-t - l l (Z)+ l l -t(Z) - ~p(s, Zs) ds 
1-t p(s,Z,) 
where lt(Z) denotes the local time at level 0 and time t of the reversed process Z, 
i.e. 
lt(Z) def lim 1 fot = e~0 e I(o~<~L~<~) ds = l l(Z) l l - t (Z)  = 2(ll(Zo, B) l l -t(Zo,B)).  
Then, the process (Wt)o<~t<~l is, under P*, a ~2 Brownian motion, and the reversed 
process Z is solution of  the stochastic differential equation 
~p(1 ~ S ~ Zs  ) 
p(1 - s, Zs) ds. (2.7) 
Proof. By definition, (Wt)0~<t~<l is ~t ~ adapted, with bracket (W)t = t, and (2t)o<.t<.l 
satisfies Eq. (2.7). Actually, the Markov property of Z implies, for any O<~s<~t<~ 1: 
~-P'[Wt - Ws/a(2,; u<<.s)] 
= ~P* [ - -Z l - s  ~- Z l - ,  - l ( l l - s (Z)  - l l - , (Z ) )  
_ /~_~s ~P(u'Z~)du/a(Z~;U~lp(u, Zu) - s ) ]  
= ~P" [~ - Ws/Z~_s] = ~"  [W~ - w/z~] .  
To show this equals O, it suffices to prove that, for every bounded Boretian function 
g with compact support included in ~+, we have 
VO<<.s<~t<~ l, ~P' [g (Zs) (~-Ws) ]=0,  
which is equivalent to 
V0~<s~<t~<l, IFP" Ig(Zt)(Wt- Ws + l t (Z ) -  ls(Z)+ fs t ~P(LZ:)dU)lp(u, Lu) j =0, 
(2.8) 
m 
by definition of (Wu)0~<u~l. 
In order to prove (2.8), we follow the method used by Pardoux (1984/85, p. 51). 
We fix t E ]0, 1], and we let s vary in [0, t]. For every u C [0, t] and z C E+, we define 
v(u,z) = ~_P* [9(Zt)/Zu = z]. (2.9) 
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Then, v E ~'2([O,t[ ×~+; ~) and satisfies 
v(u, o) = o, 
(2.1o) 
g 1 ~2 
Gv(u ,z )  + ~ a77z2V(U,Z) = o. 
This is a consequence of Kolmogorov's equation satisfied by the function h(s,z), 
and by the density p(s,z) (see (2.2) and (2.3)): 
1 ~2 
~ p(s,z ) = -i ~z2 p(s,z ). 
Then, we apply It6's formula to the semi-martingale v(u, Zu) between times s and t: 
g( Z, ) = v( t, z, ) 
=v(s,Z~)+ v(u, Zu)du+ v(u, Zu)(dW~ + ½dlu(Z)) 
J S  
1 it 02 +~ ~z2V(u,Z~)du (2.11) 
g(Zt) = v(s, Zs) + I t  ~z V(u, Zu)d Wu. 
To show (2.11), we have used (2.10), and we remind the measure dl~(Z) is sup- 
ported by the zeros of Z. We deduce 
~* [g (z , ) (~ - G)] 
= EP*[v(s, Zs)(Wt- W~)] + E p• v(u,Z.)du 
= 0 + ~_P* v(u,Z.) du because W is a ~Z-martingale under P*, 
= du ~zV(U,z)p(u,z)dz then, using an integration by parts, 
= f t  du {[v(u,z)p(u,z)]~ - ~o°~ ~--~p(u,z)v(u,z)dz} 
(v is bounded because g too is) 
f' fs' [, ~.~p(u,z~)l =-  v(u,O)p(u,O)du- ~-P* [vtu, Lu) ~ ]du  
= S' du-/s' L ptU, Lu) J 
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Finally 
v(u, O)p(u, O) du. 
To prove (2.8), we now identify the right member of (2.12): 
Then 
fo °° 0 EP* [d/~(Z)] = 2dEP* [Z.] --2 z -~uP(U,z)dzdu 
cx~ &2 6~2 ZO)I 
= f dpo(zO) fo z{- jh(u,z-zo)+ Z z2h(u,z+ 
) 
(function h satisfies Kolmogorov's equations too) 
=- f dpo(zO) fo°° (~zh(U,Z-Zo)+ ~h(u,z +zo) 
by integration by parts 
= f dpo(zo)(h(u, -zo) + h(u, zo)) du = p(u, O) du. 
dz du 
dzdu 
(2.12) 
If' ] v(u,O)p(u,O)du = IF P* v(u,O)dlu(Z) 
Zu)dl.(z)] 
(dlu(Z) is supported by the zeros of Z.) 
= ~"  [o(z,)  U , (z )  - &(z))]  
applying the following lemma with F = 9- Lemma (2.1) is then proved. [] 
Lemma 2.2. Let F be a bounded Borelian function. Then 
E~*[F(Zt)(It(Z)-ls(Z))]=EP*[~tEp*[F(Zt)/Zu]dlu(Z)]. 
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of the fact that, in an integration with respect 
to an optional process, we can replace the integrated process by its optional projec- 
tion. [] 
Let f2 ~ c#([O, 1]; ~+) be the canonical space of continuous positive trajectories 
during the time interval [0, 1], endowed with the probability P. We denote by (Zt)O<~t<~l 
the canonical process, and by (~t)0.<t.<l the filtration it generates. Then, (zt)o<t<.l is
a semi-martingale of bracket , the local time (at level O) of which may be defined by 
def lim 1 i t  l t(z) = - 1(0 <zs <~) ds ~---+0 Jo 
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so that Mt defined by 
Mt dd i l l ( z )  ' (2.13) = Z t - -Z  0 - -  
is a (¢t Brownian motion. 
We denote by P P* - - i  = o Z , the law of the reversed process Z, so that ~ = ~ o R. 
Lemma 2.1 implies that 
= zt - - zo  -- I t ( z ) -  ---" . . . .  US, (2.14) 
p(1 -- S, Zs) 
is, under P, a .% martingale of bracket t, i.e. a fit Brownian motion. 
Let us consider now a probability measure ©, absolutely continuous with respect 
to P, with finite relative entropy: H(Q IP  ) < oo. Define Q = Q oR. Since relative en- 
tropy does not increase under any measurable transformation (F611mer, 1984), it is 
invariant under the time reverse transformation, H(Q IP  ) =H(QIP  ) < oo. Thanks to 
the entropic conditions, there exists .~G predictable processes (flt)0.<t.<l and (flt)0~r~l 
such that, with obvious notations (Cattiaux and L~onard, 1994; Jacod, 1979): 
dQ dqo (fO' 1 fO0' ) dP = ~P0 exp fis dMs  - 5 f12 as, , 
def  1 de f  , -  I 
P0 = P°z  o , q0 = Q°z  o , 
dQ.< dql (f0" 1 J~'0t ) -2 d~ = ~ exp fls dM,  - ~ fis ds  , 
def  1 de f  - t 
PJ = P°z l -  , ql = Qoz l  , 
/0' G doj Mt - fls ds is a N Brownian motion under Q, 
def Mt -- fl, ds is a N Brownian motion under Q. 
Propos i t ion  2.3. Let  f x t +)  Then,  fo r  any  tE]O, 1] 
i -o [ f , ( z , ) ]= _ ~e f ( z t )  fl, + f l l _ ,oR+ p( t , z , )  JJ " 
(2.15a) 
(2.15b) 
(2.15c) 
(2.15d) 
(2.16a) 
(2.16b) 
The rest of Section 2.1 is dedicated to the proof of Proposition 2.3. For this, we 
need to prove the following: 
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Lemma 2.4. For every e E]0, 1], 
E~ [ f~ I c@p(t'zt)p(~,z~) J ] dt/ < oe. 
Consequence. Actually, suppose Lemma 2.4 is proved. We then deduce that for almost 
all t > 0, we have 
IE~[f'(z,)]l <-Ilfll~ {E~[/~] 1/2 
< Ilfll~c, 
Thanks to Bitcheler-Jacod (1981/82), this inequality implies the existence of a density 
on ]0, +ec[, denoted by qt(z), for the law of zt under Q (for almost all t ~< 1); this 
density is almost everywhere differentiable, and satisfies 
q't(z ) = qt(z ) { ~ P( t'z~) + EQ[flt + @l_t o R )/zt = z] } 
p(t,z) (2.17) 
As Q(z t=0)=0,  (since Q<<P and P (z t=0)=0) ,  and, because of (2.17), q~(z)=0 
as soon as qt(z)= 0, the quantity q~(z)/qt(z) may be extended to N+ with 
~p(t,z) 
p(t,z) - -  + EQ[flt + (fll-t oR)/zt =z]. 
We then immediately deduce: 
Proposition 2.5. For almost all t E]0, 1], the law of zt under Q has a density with re- 
spect to P; this density, denoted by pt(z) = qt(z)/p(t,z), satisfies the duality equation: 
p;(Z) a.e. [Q[flt Jr- (fll-t ° R)/zt =z]. p~(z) 
In order to prove Proposition 2.3, we use the method eveloped by F611mer (1984) 
in the Brownian case; we write in another way each member of the following equality: 
~-~ [f(zt )(zt -- Zt-h )] = -- [E Q [f(zl-t  )(Zl-t+h -- Z1--t )] 
where 0<h<t~<l .  
We develop the right member of (2.18) using (2.14) and (2.16). We obtain 
--  [Q  [ f (Z l - t ) (Z l - ,+h --  Z l - t ) ]  
(2.18) 
=--E  Q f(zl-t)  ~+ p(l~--u, zu~ ] 
--~-~ [f(zl_t) ll-t+h(Z)_2_~ l l-t(z)l  . 
du] 
(2.19) 
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Now we write the left member of  (2.18) applying It6's formula to the semi- 
martingale f(z~) between times (t - h) and t. Thanks to (2.13) and (2.16), we have 
~-~ [f(zt)(z, - Zt-h)] 
[(/,. '/' ) t f'(O) lt(z)- lt-h(z) + f"(z,)ds +EQ t-hf'(z*)(dE"+flsds)+" 2 2 2 t h 
× Ft - Ft-h + fls ds + (2.20) 
h 2 
[ (£ ,,~z,_,, ~,)} ~o[/,_- } 
=0+ ~e f(zt-h) flsds+ + f'(z,.)ds 
h 2 h 
I(/,i ) ! f t t (  Z 11 + [E Q (f'(zs)fls + 2~ , , , ,ds h ( £ ,,~z,,,~z,)] 
× l " t -~_h+ flsds+ 
h 2 
(We remind f has a compact support in ]0, +oo[, which implies i f (O)= 0.) 
We inject (2.19) and (2.20) in (2.18) and obtain 
t 
, h f'(~') ~-~ [f(zt h) 1 f_hflsds] + ~ [h f ;  as] 
1= - - ~ p(u ,z . )  
+ r-~ J (zt)  h ~1 ~ + h p(u,z~) 
_.~_Q [1 f /  f l  1 11 ] fisds (f'(z<)fls-4- ~f  (&.))ds 
h h 
+ [E~ fls ds f'(z,)dFs 
h t -h 
; ] 1 H - (f'(Zs)fls + ~f  (z,))ds) . (2.21) 
t--h 
We now remind a result proved by F6llmer (1984, Proposition 2.5, p. 121), and 
which will be very useful for our work: 
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Lemma 2.6. Suppose there exists p>~l such that ~[fo~lrt=lPds]<~. 
almost all t El0, 1[, 
and, 
Then, for 
qt = lim 1 f / t+¢ qs ds 
~\o  ~ +/~ - t -~  
/~\o 
where the last limit & both in I_p(Q) and Q almost surely. 
Now, we show 
Lemma 2.7. Let f Ecg~ (+) .  As h 9oes to O, the left member of(2.21) converges 
to 
Proof. As f and its derivatives are bounded, we have, thanks to (2.15b)-(2.15d), and 
to Lemma 2.6, 
- ]~s ds ~ /~t, 
h h t2(Q) 
- ?l-s oeds ~ ~_,  oR, 
h h L2(Q) 
1 f /  h\0 - f'(Zs) fl= ds f (z t  )fit, 
h h ~2(Q) 
l f_ - 9(zs) ds ~ 9(zt) for every bounded Borelian function 9. 
h h ~2(~) 
For the terms like IZ(z[Yh f/_hg(Z=)dFs], where 9 is a bounded function (9=f  t 
or 9= 1), and (Yh)h is bounded in I_2(Q) because it converges (Yh=~ftt_hfl=ds, or
r~ ~ '  ' l , ,  = fr-h(f (Zs)~= + ~f  (z=))ds), we have the following inequality: 
~-Q [Yh ft--h g(zs)dFs] ~<EQ[Y2] 1/2 ~-~ (S -h  g(zs)dFs <~cllglt~ V  
thanks to Burkh61der-Davis-Gundy's inequalities, and to the fact that F is a Brownian 
motion under Q. So, we obtain 
limE~ [f(zt-h)l f t ] h"~O h t-h flsds = ~-Q[f(zt)flt], 
lim I-Q [1 f2  ] f'(zs)ds ~ ' z = [ f  ( t)], h"-.~O h h 
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[ ' f  1 lim ~e f ( z t )~ t-h hxNO (~l--s oR)ds = ~-Q[f(zt)(fll t oR)], 
limE'[(J' f'(zDdG) 1/; ] h\o t-h h h fls ds =0, 
] lim E Q (f'(Zs)[Js + "(zs)) ds fi~ ds = O, 
h'~ O h t-h 
] lim ~Q (f'(z,)fl, + l f ' (z , ) )ds(Fr - Ft h) =0. 
h~O • t--h 
The result of Lemma 2.4, i.e. 
E~ ~p(U,Zu) du < oo 
p(u,z,) 
for every c > 0, implies, thanks to Lemma 2.6, that for every t El0, 1] 
lim 1 t ~ L'(e)~p(t, zt) , z p(u, Zu) du -- 
h\oh t-h p(U, Zu) p(t, zt) 
and, as f is bounded, 
[ s I [ ~ p( t, zt ) El limll -Q f ( z , ) l  t TzP(U'ZU) du =~_~ f(zt)  p(t, zt) h\o h t-h p(u, zu) 
To prove Lemma 2.4, we remind the following result about the increments of a real 
Brownian motion (Clark, 1970): 
Lemma 2.8. Let F be a real Brownian motion under ©, and 
vtF(h) def sup - / ; I .  (2.22) 
O<~u<~v<~t 
v-u<~h 
Then 
V6>0, 3K6>0, VhE[0,1], VT>0,  We[v~(h) 4(1+6)]~K~T ~h 2+~. 
This gives controls for the local time lt(z) under ©. 
Lemma 2.9. (i) ½l,(z)<~vr(t) + f~ t,8~1 ds. 
(ii) There exists a constant c such that for every t E [0, 1], we have ~:e[lt(z)] <~cx/7, 
~Q [/t(Z) 2] ~ct .  
Proof. (i) The process (zt)t>~o satisfies the following reflected equation: 
1 (  L t ) l  
zt=zo+M,+-~l t (z )= zo+F,+ fludu +5/t(z),  (2.23) 
which implies 
l/,(z) = sup + L fl,, du) O) ,,<~t ( _  ( zo+Fs  \ \ s V l 
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As zo ~> 0, we deduce 
/o /0 ~/t(z) ~< suplF,[ + [#sf as<vf(t) + I~sl as. s<~t 
(ii) Fix t C]O, 1]. Let (P~)~>o be the process defined by 
/~ def 1 s=~r~,. 
So, (Pj0<~<l is a real Brownian motion under Q, and vrt(t)=VqV~l(1). We then 
deduce from Lemma 2.8, and from (2.15b) that: 
lEQ[It(z)] <. ~Q[X/Ivf(1)]÷FQ [V~(/ot~2ds) I/2]
¼EQ[lt(z)2]~2~-Q[1)Ft(t)2÷(Jo'l[~s[ds)2- 
{ /1} 4<.2 t~_Q[vf(ll2l+tY_ c~ fl~ds dc=-fpt. [] 
Consequence. Now, we are able to prove Lemma 2.4, which ends the proof of Lemma 
2.7. For every z~>0 and u E]0, 1], we have 
(i) when (zt)o<.t<l starts from the constant z0, 
~p(u, zu) 
p( U, Zu ) 
< !(z + zo); 
U 
(ii) when (Zt)o<~t<~l starts with the initial distribution Po with compact support in- 
cluded in [0,K], 
~ p(u,z) _ f dpo(zo)[~zh(u,z - zo) + ° h(u,z + zo)] 
p(u,z) f dpo(zo)[h(u,z - zo) + h(u,z + zo)] 
1 f dpo(zo)[(z - zo)h(u,z - zo) - (z + zo)h(u,z + zo)] 
u f dpo(zo)[h(u,z - zo) + h(u,z + zo)] 
from where we deduce 
~p(u,z) 1 
~< -(z  + K). 
p(u,z) u 
Then, in every case, and for every e E]0, 1], we have (replace K by zo when the initial 
point is a constant): 
E • I ~p(U, Zu) du <~_Q (Zu +K)du 
p(U, Zu) 
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1/o ] 1F-° +zo+Fu+~lu(z )+ /?~ds du from (2.13) and (2.16a) U 
 ,ds) ] du-2/ L°g u byLemma2.9 
fol { [~01 ]1/2} 1 ~ 2 du ~< ~c+ /~sds ~ - 2K Log ~ a--ef c(~) < oc. 
So, Lemma 2.4 is proved. [] 
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From now on, we dedicate this work to the study of the convergence of the right 
member of 2.21, for which we prove the limit is 0. For this, we prove 
(X3 * Lemma 2.10. Let g E cg~ (~+). 
(i) I f  (Yh)h>~O is a process which converges in D_2(Q): 
lim II-~ [Yh(lt(z) -- /~-h(z))] = 0. 
h\0 
(ii) l imb\0 F-O[g(zt)~ ( l t (z) -  lt-h(z))] = lim E°[g(zt_h)(1/h)(lt(z)- lt-h(z))] =0.  
h\O 
(iii) l imb\0 E°[(1/h)(lt(z) - lt-h(Z)) f/-h g(Zs) dFs] = O. 
Consequence. Suppose Lemma 2.10 is proved. To finish the proof of Proposition 2.3, 
we apply Lemma 2.10(i) with the term 
Yh = ~ h(f'(Zs)~" + ½f"(Zs))ds, 
which converges in []_2(•) thanks to Lemma 2.6. Then, we apply Lemma 2.10(ii) 
(iii) first with f ,  and then with f~; these convergences, added to the ones obtained at 
Lemma 2.7, allow us to conclude. 
Proof. Proof of Lemma 2.10(i). First, we notice that, thanks to the reflected Eq. (2.23) 
satisfied by z., we have 
0 <~ l,(z) - lt_h(z)<~2 v~(h) 
see (2.22) for the definition of try(h) 
<~ 2 vrt(h)+ sup Iflslas , (2.24) 
O<~u<~v<~t 
v--u~h 
( (/o 1 i l,j ) O~l , (z ) - -  lt_h(Z)<.2 vFt (h)-{- x/h fl2 ds . (2.25) 
Applying Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality: 
Iff-(k[ ( lt(z ) - lt-h(Z) ) Yh ]l ~ [lze[Y2] 1/2 [EQ[(/t(z) -- l,-h(Z ) )2] 1/2" 
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As Yh converges in D_2(Q), the expectations rFQ[Y~] are bounded. So 
~ 1 2 1/2 [~-Q[(lt(z) - lt-h(z)) Yh]l <<.cE~[vrt (h) 2 + h [3 s ds] because of (2.25) 
<~C(EQ[vrt(h)8] l/8 + x/-h) with H61der's inequality and (2.15b) 
<~K{(th3) 1/8 + x/~} h\O 0 thanks to Lemma 2.8 with 6 = 1. 
To prove Lemma 2.10(ii) and (iii), we first suppose /~ is bounded by a constant C. 
Then, we can use the following inequalities for every p >/1: 
E(d°)I 
×exp (P22P  fot[32sds)] 
~< exp ( ~  C2) def/~p. (2.26, 
Proof. Proof of Lemma 2.10(ii) and (iii) when/~ is bounded. We fix ~ > 0 such that 
the support of 9 is included in [~,oo[, which is possible because 9 has a compact 
support in ]0, +c~[. 
(ii) 
~[g(z,_h)tt(z)~ -h(z)] 
~<llgll~p dQ 
~-I~, ! Ilz• [ l ( th  -h>~)(lt(z) -- It-h(Z))2]l/2 
~< Ilall~,/-R~2 1":P[l(z,_h~=) (l,(z) - lt_h(Z))2] 1/2 because of (2.26). 
But, on the event {Zt-h ~> ~, It(z) -- lt-h(z) > 0}, there exists s E It - h, t] such that 
zs = 0. In this case, using (2.23) and (2.24), we have 
2 ~t(h) >1 vt(h ) >~ [z~, - zt-h[ =zt-h >~ . 
We deduce 
ffzQ[g(Zt_h)lt(z)--_hl_t-h(Z) ] 
~<c l~[l(z, h~>~ l(~,~(h)~>~/2) ( l (z) - 6_h(z))2] ~/2 
h 
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~<C~[F P (vf(h)) 2 because of (2.24), (Vn>~l) 
~< C h ~[(  t~(h))4(n+l)]l./4 using Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality 
1 h(2+n)/4 ' 
using Lemma 2.8, with 6 = n, because M is a real Brownian motion under P. 
Ec~[g(zt h)lt(Z)hlt-h(z) ] <<.K(t)~ nh(n-2)/4h\>o assoonasn>2.  
We treat the convergence of 
E¢~ [g(zt)lt(Z)hlt-h(Z) ] 
towards 0 in the same way, after we notice 
M {z, ~> ~, l , (z) -  l,_h(z)> 0} c {z, ~>~, t , (z) -  t,_h(z) > 0, v, (h)>~ ~ }. 
(iii) In the same way, we have / t ( z ) -  l t -h(z )= 0 on the event 
as soon as s E [ t -  h, t]. Consequently, 
E~ [ lt(z)--hlt-h(z) ~ tt-h g(Zs) dFs] 
=-  g(zs)l(z~>~)(lt(z)-lt h(z))l(~7(h)>~)dF, dezf A. 
h h 
Applying Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality 
A <~ 1_~ g(zs) l(z,~>~)dFs Ee[(l¢(z) lt--h(Z)) 2 (vi(h)~>,zOJ - 1 ~l  2 
h t-h 
i 1,,2 1 dQ def 
~< ~ Ilgll~ v~ E p T5 ~, (/,(z) lt_h(z)) =lu,~qh)~>=/2) = B. 
We apply Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality again and inequality (2.24) ):],,4 
2 Ep dQ 
B ~< ~ t1~11~ []zP[(vf(h)) 4 l(v)t(h)~>~,/2)] 1/4 
fit 
1 2 {FP[(vM(h))8]l/4 because of 2.26. <- c KQ ''4 Ikqll~ ~ 
39 
{zs ~>~, vi(h) < ~}, 
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We then apply Lemma 2.8 with 6 = 1, and we obtain 
~_~[h(lt(z)-lt_h(Z))ft[hg(zs)dFs ] <.C(g,t)~-~hl/4h\°O. [] 
We now prove Lemma 2.10(ii) and (iii) when the drift fl is not bounded. We follow 
the method used by Cattiaux and L6onard (1994). We first suppose f01 f12 ds is finite. 
We build a sequence of processes k (fit)o ~ t<~ 1,~t-predictable, such that 
(Hi) 
(Hii) Z~ de f dQ k = exp risk dMs-  ~ t(/~)2 ds (2.27) 
dP  f#t ~a.s. fqt 
(Hiii) Zt k is uniformly bounded in k in every space ~_P(P). 
We can write the estimates given in Lemma 2.10(ii) and (iii) with Qk instead of Q. 
Thanks to (Hiii), we can choose estimates which do not depend on k, but nevertheless 
tend to 0 with h. For example, we obtain: 
~k [~(lt(z)--lt-h(z)) ~tlhg(Zs)dFs I <~c~-lh 1/4, 
where c is a constant independent of k. We then apply Fatou's lemma and (Hii) to 
conclude: 
~-Q[~(It(z)--lt-h(z))~t~hg(Zs)dFs ] 
<~-~ [~(lt(z)--lt-h(z)) ~t~hg(zs)dFs ] 
=C [limkinf (Ztk ~(lt(z)-- lt-h(z)) ft~hg(zs)dFs ) l 
[1 f  zs,d sJ ~< lim inf ~P Z~ ~(/t(z) - lt-h(Z)) 
k h 
Ii 1 ---- l iminf  EQk (lt(z) -- lt-h(Z)) #(zs)dFs <~cc~ -1 hI/4. k h 
In the case where f01 f12 ds is not finite, we conclude as in Cattiaux and L6onard 
(1994) while introducing the sequence of stopping times Tn = inf{t/> 0; fo/~s 2 ds >~ n} A 1. 
[] 
2.2. Drifts as forward and backward erivatives 
We recall N = a(Zs; s <~ t). Let us define D : ]0, +oo[, and ~t def= a(Zs;" s>~t), so that 
(~t=- ~l_t oR. 
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Proposit ion 2.11. The drifts are obtained as the following limits: 
I 1 Zt+h--Zt/~t] 
lim E e L z h\o 
lim E° [l~,~, z, <z, ~/~ 1 
~\o h / '  'J 
a.s. 
= l(z, eD) fit, 
.... (~ 
=-- I ( z ,  CD) 1--t oR+ p(1 - t ,  zt) ) "  
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Proof. We first deal with the case of the forward derivative. Thanks to (2.16a), we 
have, since (Fs)0~s~l is a ffs Brownian motion under © • 
E~ F Zt+h- 
= l(,,eD)E ~ flsds + ~¢~ I(,,ED ) }h- . 
The entropic hypothesis (2.15b) implies, thanks to Lemma 2.6, that 
lim 1_ ft+h [1~ ds L' _~) fit. 
h'~0 h a t a.s. 
To study the second term, we introduce 
l ,+h(z )  - l,(z) 
Yh = l(z,~D) 2h ' 
and, for a > 0, 
h def II:Q [ lt+h(z)--lt(z)/~t] 
So, we want to show 
a.s. 
lim E [Yh/(q = O. 
h'%0 
Suppose 0 < h~< 1. As in the proof of Lemma 2.10, we have 
z >~ {/,,h(z) -- It(z) > O} = {/t+h(z) - l,(z) > O, vt+,(h)~zt }. 
Then, 
~:e[Yh/~] = I(~,cD)A). 
Lemma 2.12. Va > 0, Vk > 0, [e[A~] = O(hk). 
Suppose Lemma 2.12 is proved. As 
Q[A~ '~ > s] ~< 1-Ee[AI/"], 
we deduce from Borel-Cantell i  Lemma and Lemma 2.12, that 
Va > 0, lim A l/n = 0, Q-almost surely, 
since for every ~: > 0 and a > 0, the series of general term Q[Ala/" > c] is then conver- 
gent. 
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1 1 . As the local time increases, we have the following inequalities if hE[n%- T, ~[. 
h n+ 0 <~A~ <~ 1A~/n" 
n 
So, we deduce 
Va > 0, lim Aa h = 0, Q-almost surely. (2.28) 
h\0 
Then, for each a > 0, there exists f2~ such that Q((2~) = 1 and 
V~o E f2~, lim A~h(~) = 0. 
h\0 
Denote g20 = AaE¢~ 12a. Then, Q(12o)= 1, and 
VcoE(20, VaEQ+,  l imA, (co)=0.  
h'-.~0 
h.< h Noticing that 0 <<.A b.cA a when a < b, we deduce 
VcoEf2o, Va>0,  limAh~(co)=0. 
h".~0 
Let ~o E ~20: 
if zt(og) O, EQ[Yh/(~t](fo) h = = l(z,(co)ED)Az,(o~)(O9  = 0 Vh > 0; 
if zt(~o) > 0, then a =zt(~o) > 0, and ~-~[Yh/~t](o9) =Ah(~o)(~o) ~ 0. 
We conclude that l imb\0 Iz~[Yh/~t] a's'o. 
In the case of the backward derivatives, we have, as in (2.24): 
[ Ire I(z~ED) ~ t _ -~ /z ' l - - t J  oR 
---- IF ~ ~[1(~' tED)ll-t(z) --~ll-t+h(Z)/~/l_,j oR] 
-- [ l  f l--t÷h-flsdS/~l_ t oR 
l (z '6D)~ a 1--t 
- - f i i  
thanks to (2.14) and to (2.16b). The hypothesis (2.15d) and the result of Lemma 2.4 
imply, thanks to Lemma 2.6, the convergence of the last two terms of the right member 
of the latter equality, the first term of which tends to 0, for the same reasons as in the 
case of the forward derivative. [] 
Proof of Lemma 2.12. We use the same techniques as in the proof of Lemma 2.10. 
Suppose h ~< 1 and p ~> 1. 
h -p PFP[l(2%M(h)~a)(v~l(h)) p] see (2.23) and (2.24) 
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2 k 
<~ h -p ff£~_~[(v~(h)) p+k] for every k > 0 
2 ~ <~ h -p ~EP[(vMI(h))a(p+k)]I/4 by H61der's inequality 
= O(h ~- '~  ) because of (2.26) and Lemma 2.8. 
Then, to estimate 
~[Ah]  : [F~ [dQ lt+h(z)--lt(z)] ~-~ 1(~%(h)~>~) ~-  , 
we use hypothesis (Hiii) in (2.27) when the drift fi satisfies the condition . o //s ds 
finite, or we do as in Cattiaux and L6onard (1994), if not. [] 
3. Case  of  a ref lected diffusion 
We now consider the preceding problem, replacing the reflected Brownian motion 
Z by a reflected diffusion X, which takes its values in ~ (9  = ]0, +oc[  x R ' ) ,  and 
satisfies the stochastic differential equation: 
X, = (z,, Y,)~ ~+ x R', 
Z, = I~t -Zo l  =Zo +B ° + lt(Zo,~), 
I' /o' /o' Y, = Yo + Zo(s, Xs)ds+ ZI(L.) dBs + Vo(Ys)dls(Zo,~), 
/0' Vt~>0, I(Z, =01 ds = 0. 
where 
• Z0 and V0 are n-dimensional vector fields, respectively, defined on [0, 1] x ~,  and 
[Rn; 
• Zl is a n x n-dimensional matrix field defined on :'~; 
• under P*, iN and B = (B 1 . . . . .  B n) are two independent Brownian motions which take 
their values, respectively, in R and R ' ;  
• Z0 C JR+; 
• B? def , t  = Jo sgn(,~s - Zo) d~Ms. 
The first component Z of X is then a reflected Brownian motion, the law of which has 
the density p(t,z) (see (2.2)) with respect o Lebesgue measure. As in the preceding 
section, the local time at level 0 of the process Z satisfies: 
lt(Z) = 21t(Zo, ~) ,  
so we can write Eq. (3.1) in the following way: 
/o' Jo' '/o' ) (1=) (o+ b(s, Xs)ds+ a(Xs) d/~s + ~, / I (L )  d/s(Z), 
b(s,x)=( 0 )) ~(x)=(: 0 ) 
Z0(s,x ' Zl(x) ' (3.2) 
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~'= " ' ~(Y)= V0(y) " 
\BT /  
We then denote P = P* o X -1, the law of X under P*. We make the following 
assumptions: 
(HI) The law of Xt under P* has a density cK~-smooth denoted by q( t ; z ,y )  (or 
again q( t ;x )  where x = (z, y)E ~+ × ~"), which satisfies gt, l imdxl~ q( t ;x )  = O. 
(H2) The coefficients X0, X1, and V0 are cg~-smooth, and the matrix field Zl is 
invertible. 
We now consider the canonical space of the R+ × ~n-valued trajectories, endowed 
with the probability P. We denote by xt = (zt, Yt)E R+ × ~n the canonical process, and 
by ~ the filtration it generates. The first component z is then a semi-martingale (of 
bracket ), the local time of which may be defined by 
lt(z) def lim 1 f0 t ~o-~ l(°<Zs<~)ds" (3.3) 
Then 
def 
7, = z, - zo - ½l,(z) (3.4) 
is a ~t Brownian motion starting at 0. 
Furthermore, if, for every 1 <~i <~n, we denote 
M/def i " f0 t If0t = Yt - Y;  - Z~(S, Xs )ds  - -~ Voi(ys)dls(z) ,  (3.5) 
then Mt = (Mt ~ . . . . .  MF)  is a N martingale of bracket 
(M i ,M J}t  = Z~(Xs)Z(k(xs )ds .  
k=l 
As the matrix field •1 is invertible, we can apply the representation theorem (Ikeda 
and Watanabe, 1981, p. 84): there exists a f#t Brownian motion w, Nn-valued and 
starting at 0, such that 
/o 1/o /o Mt = Yt - Yo - Zo(S, Xs )ds  - 5 Vo(Ys )d l s (z )= Xl(X,) dw~. (3.6) 
We now consider a probability measure Q, absolutely continuous with respect o P, 
with finite relative entropy: 
H(QIP)  < ~.  (3.7) 
We also suppose 
I ~01 [ ' ~a )( 1 dee (H3) ~ dlv q S, Xs) ds <~ where a = aa*. 
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Remark. Condition (H3) is automatically satisfied as soon as one of the two following 
conditions is valid: 
.1 div;aq  s ,)d l   
fo l [d iv (aq) (s ,xs ) ]ds<~c.  (ii) . ~P exp q 
Actually, we use the duality of the couple of Young functions (q~, 0) where ~b(t)dcf et 
t - -1,  and ~(t)def(l +t)Log(1 +t ) - ( l  +t )  (Neveu, 1972, Proposition IX-2-2, p. 196). 
In fact, condition (H3) is a little too strong, because the convergence of the integral 
at 0 is not necessary; we just need the existence of 
f l  E~ [ div~q) (s, Xs) ] ds 
for every e > 0. 
def - 
To study the reversed process t = Xl-t,  we introduce the filtration: 
= o-(Xt )  V a ( /~ l  - - /~s ;  s~ 1 - t )  (3 .8 )  
so that (~)0~<t~l is J/gt-adapted. We shall take care not to confuse the o.-algebra 
generated by Xt with the value of the matrix a at the point A(,. 
Lemma 3.1. Let (Bt)o<~t~l be the ~ × An-valued process' defined by 
[~odef~ ~ 1 , ,~ ,  f t  ~zq( 1 - s,-~s) 
"t =Ll--z~O----tttL)-- l ~- -~S-~ ds 
Btdef 2 JO qt~ --S,a~') (3.9) 
--idef i i F t div(zlq)(1 - s, Xs) 
Bt =B1 t -B1-  ] - - - - -~  " ds l<.i<~n 
- J0 q(l - s ,X~)  
where j i  denotes the ith row of a matrix J. Then, (Bt)o<<.t~l is a o~t Brownian motion 
under P*, and the reversed process X satisfies the following differential equation: 
z '=z°+~°+ ~'(~)+ q-(i: ~ ds, 
fo' -- ~ fo x ZiJ(R~)div(z~q)(1- S,'s) V/= YD - 2:6(1 - s,X~)ds + q( l  ~ s .~.) ds 
j=  l 
/o 'Jo' + ~'  zi~(~,) d~i - g v0'(L)dZs(2). (3.10) j= l  
Proof. (1) First, we show 
v0~<s<t~<l, ~P'[~,-~s/~,]=~P*[~,-~/a(_~,)]. (3.11) 
This is a consequence of the following property: if ,~ and (~ are two independent 
a-algebras, and if X is a random variable independent of ,~, then, 
E[X/,~ V ~] = E[X/~]. (3.12) 
t BI_  t -- B I _  s - fjH(u,X.) du 
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Indeed, if F and G are two variables, respectively, measurable with respect to 
and f#, the independence of f f  and f# implies: 
E [F(GX)] = ~ [F] E [GX] = E [F] IF [IF(GX/(~ )] = ~ [F] ~: [G IE(X/ffl)] = ~ [FG E(X/f~)]. 
We introduce then o~ = a(/}l-/}u; u~> 1-s ) ,  and ~= ~r(-~s). We notice that (Bt-Bs) 
may be written as: 
(3.13) 
IZ l _  t Z l _s  _ l ( l l _ s (Z  ) _ l l _ t (Z ) )  1-s = - - f l_t F(1 -u ,  Xu)du (3.14) 
Bl -s  -- f l - ,  H(1 - u,gu)du BI --t 1 --s 
for some measurable functions F and H. Then, (Bt-  Bs) is a(Xu; 1 - t  <~ u< 1 - s )V  
~r(B l - t  - B~_s)-measurable, and consequently independent of ~ ,  since 1 - t < 1 - s. 
(2) To prove that (Bt)0~<t~<l (which is a Jt~t-adapted process with bracket (Bi,BJ)t = 
6iJt), is a Jt~t Brownian motion, we just need to prove, according to (3.11), that 
VgECg~'~([R+ x Rn), V0~<s <t~<l ,  EP*[g(X~)(Bt -B~) ]=0,  
or again, 
VgEcg~'°(]~+ x ll~n), V0~<s<t~<l,  [FP*[g(Xt)(BI_t-/~l_s)]=0. (3.15) 
As in the case of  the reflected Brownian motion, we use the method developed 
in Pardoux (1984/85). We fix tE[0, 1], and for uE[0, t]: 
v(u;z,y)def[FP*[9(Yt)/Zu=z, Yu=Y] ( z ,y )E~+ X ~n. (3.16) 
We know (Pardoux, 1978) that v satisfies Kolmogorov's equations: 
~uV(U;x) + Av(u;x)=O on 
(3.17) 
Lv(u;x) = 0 on c3~ 
where A and L are the operators, respectively on ~ and ~3~, associated to the diffusion 
X, solution of  the system (3.1). We apply ItS's formula to the semi-martingale v(u;X,) 
between times s and t to have 
/s' g(Xt) = v(t;Xt) = v(s;XD + (gradxv(u;X~)la(Xu) dB,)) 
/s'( ) '/' + ~uV(U;X,)+Av(u;Xu) du+ 5 Lv(u;X,)dlu(Z) 
Is' g(Xt) = v(s;XD + (gradxv(u;X~)la(X~) d/}u)). (3.18) 
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As (/}t)0~<t~l is a Brownian motion under P*, 
[j' ] EP*[g(X, ) (B ,  Bs)] O+E p" * " - = a (Xu)gradxv(u,X,,)du 
= du a*(x)gradxv(U;x)q(u;x)dx. 
J~ 
We make an integration by parts in the latter integral, after we have separated the 
components. As v is bounded (since g is), the hypothesis (H1) implies 
~p* [g(Xt)(B o _Bs)  ]o 
=-  du _ v(u;x)=-q(u;x)dx-  du v(u;O, y)q(u;O,y)dv 
J~ ez 
(3.19) 
EP" [g(Xt )(B~ i j(s t -Bs ) ]=-  du v(u;x)div(qzi)(u;x)dx, l <~i<~n, 
where Zl is the ith row of Z1. 
We now identify the last integral in (3.19). As in Lemma 2.2, we have 
E ~" [ ,q (x , ) (6 (z )  - i s (Z) ) ]  
=EP*[~.'EP*[g(~)/Z.]dl.(Z)] 
[/' ] = {E p• ~P* [v(u;X,,)/Zu] dlu(Z) thanks to the definition of (3.16) 
E/s' L ] =E p* dlu(Z) v(u;Zu, y)EP*[Y, Edy/Z,,] 
' Z ,q(u;Z~,y) 
=~,dT~'v (u ;O ,Y )q~ ptu, u, d~P*[/~(Z)] 
since the measure dlu(Z) is supported by the zeros of Z. 
We then conclude, as in Lemma 2.1, that 
dEP*[I~(Z)]=2~_P*[zu]=2 Z ~uP(U,z)dz p(u,O). (3.20) 
So, we have 
EP*[g(Xt)(lt(Z) - / , (Z) ) ]  = ,, dy v(u;O,y)q(u;O,y)du. (3.21) 
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We report in (3.19), and we obtain 
(3.22) 
~-P* [9(Xt) (B' -B~+ fst div(qz~ )(u;Xu)du) ] l<~i~n. 
Eq. (3.15) is now proved. Eq. (3.10) immediately follows thanks to the properties 
of It6's integral. [] 
Consequence. The reversed process of the initial reflected iffusion satisfies the stochas- 
tic differential equation: 
Joo t fot l for Art =Xo + b(s, Xs)ds + o-(Xs) dB~ + ~ ~(~)d/~(2), (3.23) 
where (1) 
g(Y) = -V0(y) 
b(s;x) -- - b(1 - s;x) + 
q(1 - s;x) 
0 
~zzq(1 -- s; x ) 
~--]~j,k ZIJ(x) +(g f fq ) (  1 - s;x) 
~j,k gl (X) (zJkq)(1 -- s;x) 
Remark. Cattiaux (1988) points out an equation of type (3.23) satisfied by the reversed 
process of the reflected iffusion; nevertheless, to go on working, we need here to make 
explicit the Brownian motions which appear. 
As in the first section, we denote the law of the reversed process by P = P* oX -1 = 
PoR,  where R is F611mer's pathwise time reversal on oK([0,1]), and we consider 
= Q o R. As entropy does not change after time reversal, 
H(QIP) =H(Q I P)<c~. (3.24) 
Our work shows that, under f z, the process Mt defined by 
~odef 1 lot Oq(1--S;Xs) =z, -zo -  z,(~)- ~(~.~ d~ 
 dofi i/0' /0 = Yt-- Yo + Zio(1-- S, Xs) ds -  ~q(1  - S;Xs) c3 k(zJkq)(1 - S;Xs)ds 
l for + ~ Voi(ys)dls(z) 1 <~i<~n (3.25) 
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is a ~t martingale with bracket 
/o ' (M', MJ}, = E Z~k(Xs)Zff(x" ) ds, k 
(M°)t = t, (Mi,M°)t =0, 1 <~i<<.n. 
1 <.i, j<~n, 
Again, as Zl is an invertible matrix, we can apply the representation theorem (Ikeda 
and Watanabe, 1981, p. 84). There exists P independent Brownian motions F = (7,~), 
such that 
mt 0 ~ ~t~ 
__. f t  n (3.26) 
M/= Z Z~(x,)drJ, l<~i<~n. 
Jo j=l  
E 
Moreover, ~M =~r .  The entropic condition (3.7), and Eqs. (3.4), (3.6) and (3.25), 
imply the existence of ~t predictable processes denoted by (flt)0<t<l and (flr)0<t~l, 
such that (Jacod, 1979; Cattiaux and Lronard, 1994): 
dQ dqo (f0' lfot ) ~-  = ~Po exp fl;a(xs) dFs - ~ Ufisa(Xs)H 2 ds , (3.27a) 
E~ 
dQ 
d~ 
/0' 1 * 2 II~s~(xs)ll ds <oc, 
dql ( f0  t -- l~0t  = dpl exp fl.~*a(xs)d~.- 
I' 1 II~;o(Xs)ll 2 ds <c~. 
(Y27b) 
II~sa(x,)ll 2 ds), (3.27c) 
(3.27d) 
We then deduce 
/o ' Wtt de f /~t -- 0"* (Xs)fls ds 
/o Wit def Fit o'* (x,)fls ds 
is a % Brownian motion under Q, 
is a ~ Brownian motion under Q. 
(3.28) 
Proposition 3.2. Let f E c~(~ x ~n). Then 
~-~[f(xt) {b(t, xt) + b(1 - t, xt) + a(xt)(flt ÷ fl l-t o R)}] = - ~:~[a(xt)grad f(xt)]. 
(3.29) 
Consequence. If we suppose the inverse of the matrix Z1 is bounded with first deriva- 
tives bounded, we deduce from equality (3.29) and hypothesis (H3) (which imply, for 
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almost every t > 0, the existence of a constant Kt which is greater than 
~ [ div~q)(t, xt) l , 
that the law of xt has, under Q, a density on ]0, +co[ × ~n. Let us show indeed, that 
under this hypothesis, we have an integration by parts formula for almost all t: 
re, VfEc~(R+x~n), EQr~if(xt)]=[Fo[f(xt)Uti], where U[En_I(Q), 
(3.30) 
from which we classically deduce (Stroock, 1981) that the law of xt under Q has a 
Lipschitzian density on ~_ x ~n. 
So, let f E cg~(R~_ x ~"); we denote by (Ctpq(X))pq the inverse matrix a-l(x); let 
us write now the equality we obtain while taking the ith component of formula (3.29), 
with ~tji(x)f(x) instead of f(x). We have 
[FQ [~tji(xt)f(xt){bi(t, x t )Wbi (1 - t ,  xt ) -~-Zaiq(Xt) ( f lqwf lq_toR)}l  
q 
~_0 Xt aiq(Xt i(xt -- ~-Q = -- i(Xt aiq(Xt Xt) 
q q 
Adding over i, we obtain, denoting by B(t,x) def. . = o(t,x) + b(1 - t,x): 
[FQ[f(xt){~i Clji(xt)Bi(t, xt)-q-~Ctji(xt)aiq(Xt)(flqq-flq_t°R) 
i,q 
= -- E~ ~Xq f(xt)  Z aji(xt)aiq(Xt) = -- F-~ f(xt)rjq 
i 
If we summarize 
-~-~[~jf(xt)] =E~[f(xt){(a-l(xt)[b(t, xt)+b(1-t, xt)] 
i,q 
(3.31) 
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Eq. (3.30) is then satisfied (for almost all t), according to hypothesis (HI) and (H2) 
about coefficients, and to the boundedness of expressions (3.27b) and (3.27d). 
Proof of Proposition 3.2. Thanks to It6's formula, we develop each term of the fol- 
lowing equality: 
~Q [ f (x t ) (X ,  -- Xt-h)]  = -- ~[ f (X l  t ) (X l - t+h -- X| t)]. (3 .32)  
It becomes 
[{ f: ~Q f(xt-h)+ {grad f(x,)](b(s,x,)+a(x,)f i~)ds+a(x,)d~+ lg(y,)dl,(z)) h 
+ ~ ~zf (xD+ X)-'~ ~y~Oy f(X,))(;k(x,))~k(x, ) ds 
h i,j,k 
I; : I] t_h(b(s, Xs) + a(Xs)fls) ds + t_h a(xs)dWs + g hlt(ys)dls(z) 
[ fl-t+h 21 Jl-tfl t+h ] + ~_~ [f(x,_,)J l_, (b(s,x~,) + a(Xs)~s)ds + ~(Ys) dls(Z) = O. 
(3.33) 
In (Y33), we recognize terms of the type of those studied in Cattiaux and Petit 
(1995) and in the preceding section. For the ones where "no local time" appears, we 
adapt the proof of Proposition 1.1 in Cattiaux and Petit (1995), or in Petit (1992), 
thanks to hypothesis (H2), (H3), to properties (3.27b) and (3.27d), and to the fact 
that W and W are Brownian motions respectively under Q and Q (see (3.28)). These 
terms, after we divide by k, converge when h tends to 0, to 
~-Q[f(xt) {b(t, xt) + b(1 - t, xt) + a(xt)(fit + fl~-t o R)} + a(xt)grad f(x,)]. (3.34) 
For the other terms, where local time appears, we adapt the method used in the 
preceding section, where expressions such that (It(z) - It h(Z)) are now replaced by 
.[/ h g(xs)dl~(z). We prove, as in Lemma 2.10, the following lemma, first in the case 
where fl is bounded: 
Lemma 3.3. Let g E c8ff'~(R*+ x ~n) with compact support in [c~,+oc[x ~n, where ~>0; 
let f E ~ "~ * ×  (R+ ~n), and (Yh)h>~o a process which converges in [L2(Q) as h tends to 
O. Then 
(1) ~ [(f/-h f (Xs ) dls(z ) ) 2] : O( 1 ), 
(2) E~ [(ftt_h g(x~.) d/s(Z)) 2] = o(h p) Vp > O, 
(3) limh~0 ~z~[Yh f/-h g(x~.)dls(z)] =0, 
(4) limh_,o ( l /h )l-Q[ g(xt ) f/--h I~( ys ) dl~(z )] = limh~o(1/h )E~[g(Xt-h ) Ji'--~, #(y~)dl,(z)] 
O, 
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(5) lim~~o(llh)~~;PIStf-hg(~S)d~,(z)~~hf(x,)dW,l=O, 
(6) lim~+o(WF”[~~, &)Wz) $_, ~L(~,)dk(z)l= 0. 
Proof. We notice that on the event {v:(h) < CI, l((z) > ll-h(z)}, there exists SO E [t-h, t] 
such that z,, = 0, and 
vs E [t - h, t], O<z,=z,-z,,<vvf(h)<a. 
so 
II 
t 
IS 
f sGs)dMz) = l(v:(hpa) s(xs) Wz) 
t-h t-h 
d 11&c l(v;(h)>ar) (b(z) - kh(z)). (3.35) 
The end of the proof is similar to the one of Lemma 2.10. 0 
Consequence. Now, the terms of identity (3.33), the convergence of which (after divi- 
sion by h) we have not studied yet, are of one of the types described in Lemma 3.3. 
So, when /I is bounded, Proposition 3.2 is proved. When /I is not bounded, we use 
approximations (2.27) made in the reflected Brownian case, and we conclude in the 
same way. 
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